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Bai Wuyoung said, “If those friends of yours can’t be found in the Five Heavy Seas, then it’s very likely
that they’ve gone to hide in the Four Heavy Seas.However, I’m afraid that the people from the Eight
Great Immortal Families, if they can’t find them in the Five Heavy Seas, will go to the Four Heavy Seas
sooner or later, and then the Four Heavy Seas will be turned upside down as well.”

Omi also guessed that it was possible that Tang Huan and the others could have hidden in the Four
Seas, but Bai Wu Rong was right, if they couldn’t find Omi in the Five Seas, they would surely find their
way to the Four Seas, the Three Seas, and the Two Seas.

Omi snorted, “That’s an easy problem to solve, all I have to do is show my face in the Five Heavy Seas
and they’ll know that I’m still in the Five Heavy Seas all the time and they won’t go to the Four Heavy
Seas to look for me.”

“Ah, you want to show your face?Brother Tang, you mustn’t show your face.”

“Hahaha, don’t worry, I’m going to kill some people from the eight great immortal families right
now.Senior Brother Bai, you finish yourself, Omi flew away straight away.

Not long after Omi flew away, he saw a group of search teams in red armor in front of him, which
looked like they were from the Fire Cloud Family.

This group of search team wearing red armor had about twenty people, one was at the Separation
Stage, and the rest were at the Merging Stage.

Omi said in his heart, “More than twenty people, I can kill all the Merging Stage with a single sword,
except for that Splitting Stage powerhouse, haha, let’s go up and slaughter them.”

After saying that, Omi immediately took off his blue armor, his appearance changing back to his
original appearance, and then rushed up.

“Are you guys looking for me?”Omi shouted.

The group of people who were searching for Omi turned back. One second to remember to read the
book

At this moment, Omi Shura’s twelfth blade cut down.

Several thunder pillars blasted down in the sky.

“Ah.”After the blink of an eye, a cloud of dust was raised in the air, and more than twenty Merging
Stages were reduced to ashes, leaving only the leader of the Separation Stage still alive, but he was
also covered in blackness, as if he had been scorched by the lightning pillars.

“You.”That distracted stage leader looked at the ashes floating in the air and was dumbfounded.

Omi laughed, “This proves that I’m the person you’re looking for, hahaha.”



“You’re looking for death.”That Distraction Stage strong man wanted to kill Omi, but unfortunately,
Omi had already stepped on the flying sword and left in a desperate manner.

The Distraction Stage was strong, and Omi had to leave before he did, or else I’m afraid it would be
difficult to get away.

Omi was able to get rid of that distraction stage in no time.

However, depressingly, Omi came across another group of people searching him, this group was also
almost twenty people, the leader was two Distraction Stage, they were uniformly wearing a purple
armor.

Omi didn’t even think about it, and struck down with his sword.

“Boom.”

The sky rang loudly.

In just half a second, this search team of purple armor was killed by Omi, leaving the two Distraction
Stage leaders still ash-headed and unsure of what was going on.

Omi, however, had already left at speed.

A few seconds later, the first Firecloud Family’s Distinguished Stage leader who had been destroyed
caught up with him.

The distraction stage of the Firecloud Family was also shocked to see that the people of the Ziyan
Family had also died so miserably, with only two distractors remaining.

Omi waved his sleeves without taking a single cloud with him, and in a deserted forest, Omi wore that
blue armor again, disguised as Blue Fox Wuji, and then acted as if he was looking for something.

In less than half a minute, three Distraction Stage powerhouses caught up, saw Omi, and shouted,
“Hey.”

Omi immediately flew up and asked, “Three seniors, why are you guys so grizzled?”
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“Did you just see a man fly by here?”

“No, what’s wrong?”

“Son of a bitch.”After saying that, the three distractors immediately chased forward.

Omi laughed under his breath, what fools.

Omi continued to look around, if he came across a search team, Omi would change back to his real face,
then go up and exterminate all of their combined stages, then escape and change back to his Blue Fox
Wuji appearance.

In this way, three days passed.

Omi exterminated all the search teams of the eight families once.



Then, Omi left as he saw fit.

Omi returned to the Four Seas through the teleportation formation.

Upon making inquiries in the Four Seas, Tang Huan and the three of them, indeed, came back to the
Four Seas.

However, Omi did not stay in the Four Seas and immediately returned to the Five Seas and entered the
Blue Fox Family.

After Omi returned to the Blue Fox Family, he disguised himself as Blue Fox and returned to the Blue
Fox.

At this moment, Mu Qianji was at Blue Fox Chong’s home.

“Omi, you’re finally back.”Mu Qianji pounced up full of worry.

“Hehe.”Omi smiled.

“Omi, in the past three days, did you kill the search team of the eight major cultivation families?Now
the entire Blue Fox family is spreading.”

“Yes, I’ll slaughter a bunch of them whenever I find the opportunity, and in the past three days, all
eight major immortal cultivation families have been slaughtered by me by at least one group, and a
few of them, by me by two groups.”

“You’re too risky.”

“Don’t worry, I know the score.”

Mu Qianji said, “Omi, now that we’re hidden here, they can’t find us at all, let’s ignore them, we’d
better cultivate well, and when the time comes, we’ll pass through the Rainbow Bridge and head to
the Six Seas to find the treasure.”

“Chiji, it’s not that I have to kill their search team, it’s that I have to do it, if I don’t do something and
let the Eight Great Immortal Families know that I’m still in the Five Seas, then they’ll definitely think
that I’ve gone to the Four Seas, and then the misfortune will be drawn to the Four Seas.”

“So.”

“That’s right, Tang Huan and the three of them have already gone to hide in the Four Heavy Seas.”

“Alright, then you have to be careful too.”

Just at this moment, there was a thumping sound from the door.

Omi opened the door, between which a man stood outside, fierce and evil.

“What are you doing?”Omi searched Blue Fox Chong’s memories and learned that this person was
living upstairs of him, named Blue Fox Table, Blue Fox Table is the top ranked genius in this building,
so in this building is very tug, Omi disguised this identity of Blue Fox Chong’s parents, is he killed.

“Blue Fox Table, you F*cking ate the bear’s heart, didn’t you?”Blue Fox Watch yelled.



Omi sneered, “Blue Fox Table, why have you eaten bear’s heart.”

“A few days ago, did my grandfather come down and pass by, were you rude to my grandfather?”Blue
Fox Watch asked furiously.

Don nodded, “Yeah.”

“You’re F*cking looking for death.”Blue Fox Table was furious and a little surprised that Blue Fox
Chong had directly admitted it.

Blue Fox Table wanted to choke Omi’s neck, but, instead, Omi choked him.

“Blue Fox Table, I’ve
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